**S8 Data Card** (Compact, Escape, Elite, Autoset, VPAP Auto)

1. **INSERT THE DATA CARD**
   - Switch on the S8 and wait until you see the standby (Ramp) screen.
   - Hold the Data Card with the arrow facing up and insert it into the slot in the Data Card module (**Picture 1 Above**).
   - Push the card in smoothly until it stops moving (**Picture 2 Above**) and messages start appearing on the LCD.

2. **COPY DATA ONTO THE DATA CARD**
   - Data copying starts automatically when the Data Card is inserted into the Data Card module.
   - The “Card Inserted Please Wait” message is displayed on the S8 LCD while data is being copied. Copying takes approximately five seconds.
   - The “Copy Complete Remove Card” message is displayed on the LCD when copying has finished.
   - Remove the Data Card from the Data Card module.

3. **REMOVE THE DATA CARD**
   Grip the end of the Data Card and pull it out of the Data Card module (**Picture 3 Above**).

4. Mail the Data Card back to Home Care Specialists.

**SmartMedia Card** (Resmed VPAPIII,VPAPIIIST,ADAPTSV,AUTOSET)

**RETURNING THE SMARTMEDIA CARD TO YOUR CLINICIAN**

1. Open the RESLINK cover and remove the SmartMedia card. Close the cover after removing the SmartMedia card.
2. Place the SmartMedia card in envelope and mail to Home Care Specialists.
SD card

An SD card has been supplied to gather therapy data from your S9 device and provide settings updates from your clinician. When instructed to do so, disconnect the S9 device from the power outlet, remove your SD card, insert it in the protective folder and send it to your clinician.

Removing the card
1. Push in the SD card to release it.
2. Remove the card.
3. Insert the card into the protective folder.
4. Send the protective folder back to your clinician as instructed.

For more information on removing and inserting your card refer to the S9 SD Card Protective Folder provided with your device. Please retain the S9 SD Card Protective Folder for future use.

Notes:
- For troubleshooting information refer to the Information Guide.
- For more product information see www.resmed.com